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The Tree of Life

The affinities of all the beings of the 
same class have sometimes been 
represented by a great tree. I believe this 
simile largely speaks the truth.

—Charles Darwin

• All organisms on Earth had a 
common ancestor 

• Any set of species is related 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qabl5eIba2g

Charles Darwin's 1837 sketch, his first diagram 
of an evolutionary tree from his first Notebook 
on Transmutation of Species (1837).

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=qabl5eIba2g


Early Phylogenetic Trees

Paleontological Chart in the 
publication 'Elementary Geology' 
(1840) by Edward Hitchcock



Ernst Haeckel Coined the term “Phylogeny”



Current View of the Tree 
of Life
§ Total diversity represented by 

sequenced genomes.
§ Constructed from molecular 

information
§ Includes 92 named bacterial phyla, 

26 archaeal phyla and all five of 
the Eukaryotic supergroups

Source: https://www.nature.com/articles/nmicrobiol201648

https://www.nature.com/articles/nmicrobiol201648


SARS-
CoV-2
Phylogeny



Phylogenetic Tree

§ When a group of aligned sequences shows significant similarity to each 
other, this can usually be taken as evidence that they are the result of 
divergent evolution from a common ancestral sequence. 

§ Sequence alignment will contain traces of the evolutionary history of these 
sequences. 

§ the evolutionary history of a set of sequences can be represented as a 
graphical structure called a phylogenetic tree. 

§ By studying sequences that have both a common ancestor and common 
function—known as orthologous sequences or orthologs—from different 
species, one can investigate the evolutionary relationships between species. 



Structure and Interpretation of Phylogenetic Trees 

§ A phylogenetic tree is a diagram that proposes a hypothesis for the 
reconstructed evolutionary relationships between a set of objects—which 
provide the data from which the tree is constructed. 
– 2D graphical structure

§ These objects are referred to as the taxa (singular taxon) or operational 
taxonomic units (OTUs)
– In phylogenies based on sequence data they are the individual genes or proteins. 

Gene tree

§ When orthologous sequences from different species are being used with the 
aim of determining relationships between species, the taxa are labeled with 
the species name. Such trees are called species trees 



Structure and Interpretation of Phylogenetic Trees 

ancestral taxon. There are very rare evolutionary events that do not obey this rule.
Two species can merge into one, as is thought to have occurred when eukaryotic
cell ancestors entered into symbiosis with the prokaryotes that eventually became
mitochondria and chloroplasts (see Section 1.4). Alternatively, a single population
might simultaneously give rise to three or more distinct new species. If all the
internal nodes have three branches the tree is said to be fully resolved, meaning
that it hypothesizes a location for all the expected speciation or gene duplication
events. A partially resolved tree will have at least one internal node with four or
more branches, sometimes described as multifurcating or polytomous.

Trees can be either unrooted (see Figure 7.1A) or rooted (see Figure 7.1B). Rooted
trees represent the divergence of a group of related species from their last common
ancestor, the root, by successive branching events over time. Unrooted trees, on
the other hand, show the evolutionary relationship between taxa but do not iden-
tify the last common ancestor. In a rooted tree the direction of evolution along each
of the branches is unambiguous. In an unrooted tree, by contrast, which ancestral
species evolved from which is not clear once one gets to the internal branches.

There are two further components to the description of a phylogenetic tree—the
tree topology or the way it branches, and the branch lengths. In some types of tree
there are no defined branch lengths, and in general it is the topology that is the
main interest (see Box 7.1). Even for a small number of sequences there are many
possible trees with different topologies. Each of these tree topologies represents a
possible evolutionary history that differs from any tree with alternative topology in
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Unrooted and rooted phylogenetic trees. These trees
reconstruct the evolutionary history of a set of six imaginary
extant bird species, which are shown at the outermost tips of the
branches—the external nodes or leaves. These are the species
from which the data to construct the tree have been taken.
These data could be morphological data or sequence data. The
birds shown at the internal nodes are the predicted
(reconstructed) extinct ancestor species. (A) A fully resolved
unrooted tree. This tree is fully resolved in that each internal
node has three branches leading from it, one connecting to the
ancestor and two to descendants. However, the direction of
evolution along the internal branches—that is, which ancestral
species has evolved from which—remains undetermined. Thus
we cannot distinguish from this tree alone whether the yellow

birds evolved from a brown bird, or vice versa. (B) A fully
resolved rooted tree for the same set of existing species. The
brown bird marked “root” can now be distinguished as the last
common ancestor of all the yellow and brown birds. The line
upward from the root bird indicates where the ancestors of the
root bird would be. In a rooted tree, there is a clear timeline
(shown as a gray arrow) from the root to the leaves, and it is
clear which species has evolved from which. Thus, the yellow
birds did evolve from a brown bird. Apart from the region
around the root in (B), the two trees are identical in the
relationship between the taxa and give the same information.
The arrangement of the branches in space is different, but the
information in a phylogenetic tree is contained solely in the
branch connections and branch lengths.

Figure 7.1
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Unrooted, binary species tree Rooted, binary species tree

Flow of tim
e 

(direction of descent)

Branch: evolutionary relationships between species
Leaves: existing species/extinct species whose lineage died out without leaving any descendants 
Internal nodes: ancestral states that are hypothesized to have occurred during evolution 

speciation



Structure and Interpretation of Phylogenetic Trees 

§ Binary tree/Bifurcating tree: Every internal node is of degree 3 (connects 
to 3 others) and every leaf is of degree 1 (connects to only one other 
node)

§ Multifurcating tree: Can have some internal nodes of higher degree. 
§ In a binary tree on 𝑛 taxa, how may nodes, branches, internal nodes and 

internal branches are there? 
§ Two components in representing a phylogenetic tree
– tree topology or the way it branches 
– branch lengths 



Number of Tree Topologies

n
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Figure 7.3 The rooted trees (right-hand column) derived from the unrooted
tree for three sequences by picking different edges as positions for the root
(arrows).

(2n − 3) = 5 edges, and it is easy to see that they are distinct labelled branch-
ing patterns. There are then five ways of adding a further branch labelled with
a distinct label (‘5’), giving in all 3 × 5 = 15 unrooted trees with five leaves.
Continuing this, we see that there are (3) · (5) · . . . · (2n − 5) unrooted trees with
n leaves; this number is also written (2n − 5)!!. From what was said above, it
follows that there are (2n − 3)!! rooted trees. The number of trees grows very
rapidly with n; for n = 10 there are about two million unrooted trees, and for
n = 20, 2.2 × 1020 of them. For further information on tree counting, see
Felsenstein [1978b].
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tree for three sequences by picking different edges as positions for the root
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(2n − 3) = 5 edges, and it is easy to see that they are distinct labelled branch-
ing patterns. There are then five ways of adding a further branch labelled with
a distinct label (‘5’), giving in all 3 × 5 = 15 unrooted trees with five leaves.
Continuing this, we see that there are (3) · (5) · . . . · (2n − 5) unrooted trees with
n leaves; this number is also written (2n − 5)!!. From what was said above, it
follows that there are (2n − 3)!! rooted trees. The number of trees grows very
rapidly with n; for n = 10 there are about two million unrooted trees, and for
n = 20, 2.2 × 1020 of them. For further information on tree counting, see
Felsenstein [1978b].
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Figure 7.2 An example of a binary tree, showing the root and leaves, and
the direction of evolutionary time (the most recent time being at the bottom
of the figure). The corresponding unrooted tree is also shown; the direction
of time here is undetermined.

with a given labelling will be called a labelled branching pattern. More loosely,
we refer to this as the tree topology1 and denote it by the symbol T . To complete
the definition of a phylogenetic tree, one must also define the lengths of its edges;
these will generally be denoted2 by ti with a suitable numbering scheme for the
is.

Counting and labelling trees
The nodes and edges of a rooted tree can be counted as follows: Suppose there
are n leaves. As we move up the tree, the edges coalesce as each new node is
reached. Each time this happens, the number of edges is reduced by one. So there
must be (n − 1) nodes in addition to the n leaves, giving (2n − 1) nodes in all,
and one fewer edges, i.e. (2n − 2), discounting the edge above the root node.
We shall label the leaves using the numbers 1 to n, and assign the branch nodes
the numbers n + 1 to 2n − 1, reserving 2n − 1 for the root node. The lengths of
edges will be labelled by the node at the bottom of the edge, so d1 is the length
associated to the edge above node 1, and so on.

An unrooted tree with n leaves has 2n −2 nodes altogether and 2n −3 edges. A
root can be added to it at any of its edges, thereby producing (2n −3) rooted trees
from it. Figure 7.3 shows this for n = 3; the three positions for the root yield three
rooted trees. There are therefore (2n −3) times as many rooted trees as unrooted
trees, for a given number n of leaves.

Instead of the root, we can add an extra edge or ‘branch’ with a distinct label at
its leaf (i.e. a ‘4’) to the unrooted tree with three leaves in Figure 7.3, thereby
obtaining an unrooted tree with four leaves. There are three such trees, with

1 A topologist would reserve this term for the unlabelled branching patterns, i.e. the distinct
classes of tree that cannot be rearranged into each other by permutation of edges at nodes or
shrinking or extending of edges.

2 A deliberate echo of ‘time’, the variable we are ultimately interested in.

How many rooted tree?



Tree Resolution
Completely unresolved

or “Star” tree
Partially unresolved

phylogeny
Fully resolved

Bifurcating phylogeny

Polytomy or multifurcation A bifurcation

• A polytomy in a tree can be resolved (not necessarily fully) in many ways, thus 
producing trees with higher resolution

• A binary tree can be turned into a partially resolved tree by contracting edges 



Variety of Types of Tree 

most recent ancestor. But although we cannot make confident assertions about the
relative times of events on an additive tree, by adding up the lengths of branches it
is possible to make meaningful comparisons of the relative amounts of evolu-
tionary divergence.

Figure 7.2C shows an ultrametric tree, which in addition to the properties of the
additive tree, has the same constant rate of mutation assumed along all branches.
This last property is often referred to as a molecular clock, because one can, in
principle, measure the actual times of evolutionary events from such trees. All
ultrametric trees have a root, and one axis of the tree is directly proportional to
time. In our depiction this is the vertical axis, with the present day at the bottom
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Four different rooted phylogenetic trees, illustrating the variety
of types of tree. (A) A cladogram in which branch lengths have
no meaning. (B) An additive tree, in which branch lengths are a
measure of evolutionary divergence. The branch lengths here are
given in arbitrary units proportional to the number of mutations
per site, from which we can see that the evolutionary distance
between the two yellow birds (3 + 6 = 9) is three times that
between the two brown birds (1 + 2 = 3). (C) An ultrametric tree,
which in addition to the properties of the additive tree has the

same constant rate of mutation assumed along all branches. The
scale on the right of the tree is in this case proportional to time
as well as to the number of mutations per site. This tree is an
ultrametric version of the tree shown in Figure 7.1B. (D) An
additive tree for the same set of species as in Figure 7.1B, which
has been rooted by the addition of data for a distantly related
outgroup (orange bird). Note that in this tree the external nodes
are at different distances from the root.

Figure 7.2
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Rooted cladogram 
• branch lengths have 

no meaning
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internal nodes 

Additive tree 
• branch lengths: 

measure of evolution
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number of mutations 
per site

Ultrametric tree 

• molecular clock: same 
constant rate of 
mutation assumed 
along all branches 

• evolutionary distance 
from a common 
ancestor to all its 
descendants is the 
same 

Additive tree rooted
at an outgroup 

Root using a group of 
homologous sequences 
from species or genes 
that are distantly 
related to the main set 
of species or genes 
under study 



Representing Tree Topology using Splits

§ The graphical views of trees are convenient for human visual interpretation, but not 
for other tasks such as comparison. 

§ Subdivide or split it into a collection of subgroups. Every branch in a tree connects 
two nodes, and if that branch is removed, the tree is divided into two parts 

§ Such a division is called a split or bipartition, and a tree contains as many splits as 
there are branches. 

do not show high support for any particular order for the speciation events that
gave rise to the raccoon, bear, dog, and seal/sea lion lineages.

When several equally well-supported trees are obtained from the same data, it can
be useful to identify in a single tree diagram those features that are always (or
frequently) observed. These are known as the consensus features. Such a proce-
dure can also be useful when trees obtained using different data are expected to
reveal essentially the same evolutionary history. This would be the case when
several different genes are used to infer the relationships between a set of species.
Even though the trees constructed with the different genes may differ, one can at
least identify those features that are shared by all or some trees. For example,
certain sequences may always group together, despite the details of their interrela-
tionships differing in different trees, and the grouping itself may be the most
informative feature. A useful way of summarizing this information is to calculate a
consensus tree in which only sufficiently commonly occurring topological features
are retained (see Figure 7.6). Trees used to generate a consensus tree do not need to
have been generated using the same evolutionary model or tree construction
method. Despite looking like a condensed tree, consensus trees are different, in
principle, in that the features omitted may well have strong support in some of the
individual trees. However, the strong support for the omitted features will be
limited to the minority of combinations of data, model, and method that produced
those particular features.

There are a number of approaches to generating consensus trees, two of which are
particularly commonly used. Strict consensus trees only show those topological
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Figure 7.6
Consensus trees show features that
are consistent between trees.
Assuming that the four trees in (A)
are all equally strongly supported
they can be represented by the strict
consensus tree shown in (B), in
which only splits that occur in all
the trees are represented: that is,
(A,B,C) and (D,E,F). (C) Majority-
rule consensus trees (60% and 50%)
for the four trees in (A). The (A,B)
split occurs in only 50% of the trees,
and thus is not included separately
in the 60% consensus tree, whereas
the (E,F) split occurs in 75%. The
(A,B) split can be included in the
50% tree.
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Representing Tree Topology using Splits

do not show high support for any particular order for the speciation events that
gave rise to the raccoon, bear, dog, and seal/sea lion lineages.

When several equally well-supported trees are obtained from the same data, it can
be useful to identify in a single tree diagram those features that are always (or
frequently) observed. These are known as the consensus features. Such a proce-
dure can also be useful when trees obtained using different data are expected to
reveal essentially the same evolutionary history. This would be the case when
several different genes are used to infer the relationships between a set of species.
Even though the trees constructed with the different genes may differ, one can at
least identify those features that are shared by all or some trees. For example,
certain sequences may always group together, despite the details of their interrela-
tionships differing in different trees, and the grouping itself may be the most
informative feature. A useful way of summarizing this information is to calculate a
consensus tree in which only sufficiently commonly occurring topological features
are retained (see Figure 7.6). Trees used to generate a consensus tree do not need to
have been generated using the same evolutionary model or tree construction
method. Despite looking like a condensed tree, consensus trees are different, in
principle, in that the features omitted may well have strong support in some of the
individual trees. However, the strong support for the omitted features will be
limited to the minority of combinations of data, model, and method that produced
those particular features.

There are a number of approaches to generating consensus trees, two of which are
particularly commonly used. Strict consensus trees only show those topological
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Figure 7.6
Consensus trees show features that
are consistent between trees.
Assuming that the four trees in (A)
are all equally strongly supported
they can be represented by the strict
consensus tree shown in (B), in
which only splits that occur in all
the trees are represented: that is,
(A,B,C) and (D,E,F). (C) Majority-
rule consensus trees (60% and 50%)
for the four trees in (A). The (A,B)
split occurs in only 50% of the trees,
and thus is not included separately
in the 60% consensus tree, whereas
the (E,F) split occurs in 75%. The
(A,B) split can be included in the
50% tree.
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Non-trivial Bipartition

do not show high support for any particular order for the speciation events that
gave rise to the raccoon, bear, dog, and seal/sea lion lineages.

When several equally well-supported trees are obtained from the same data, it can
be useful to identify in a single tree diagram those features that are always (or
frequently) observed. These are known as the consensus features. Such a proce-
dure can also be useful when trees obtained using different data are expected to
reveal essentially the same evolutionary history. This would be the case when
several different genes are used to infer the relationships between a set of species.
Even though the trees constructed with the different genes may differ, one can at
least identify those features that are shared by all or some trees. For example,
certain sequences may always group together, despite the details of their interrela-
tionships differing in different trees, and the grouping itself may be the most
informative feature. A useful way of summarizing this information is to calculate a
consensus tree in which only sufficiently commonly occurring topological features
are retained (see Figure 7.6). Trees used to generate a consensus tree do not need to
have been generated using the same evolutionary model or tree construction
method. Despite looking like a condensed tree, consensus trees are different, in
principle, in that the features omitted may well have strong support in some of the
individual trees. However, the strong support for the omitted features will be
limited to the minority of combinations of data, model, and method that produced
those particular features.

There are a number of approaches to generating consensus trees, two of which are
particularly commonly used. Strict consensus trees only show those topological
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Figure 7.6
Consensus trees show features that
are consistent between trees.
Assuming that the four trees in (A)
are all equally strongly supported
they can be represented by the strict
consensus tree shown in (B), in
which only splits that occur in all
the trees are represented: that is,
(A,B,C) and (D,E,F). (C) Majority-
rule consensus trees (60% and 50%)
for the four trees in (A). The (A,B)
split occurs in only 50% of the trees,
and thus is not included separately
in the 60% consensus tree, whereas
the (E,F) split occurs in 75%. The
(A,B) split can be included in the
50% tree.
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Trivial Bipartition

9 bipartitions (3 nontrivial)

The graphical views of trees are convenient for human visual interpretation, but
not for other tasks such as comparison. One way of summarizing basic informa-
tion about a tree in computer-readable format is to subdivide or split it into a
collection of subgroups. Every branch in a tree connects two nodes, and if that
branch is removed, the tree is divided into two parts. Such a division is called a
split or partition, and a tree contains as many splits as there are branches. Note
that since every split contains two groups, which together make up the entire tree,
only one group need be given to define the other. The set of splits formed by
removing an external branch are inherently uninteresting because every possible
tree for the same set of taxa will produce this set. Splits involving internal branches
are more interesting as they can confirm a common origin of a set of taxa. Figure
7.4A shows a tree connecting eight mammalian taxa. By removing the branch with
the label X, it can be seen that the sea lion and seal form a group of their own,
distinct from the other animals. Figure 7.4B shows the set of internal branch splits
for this tree. A fully resolved unrooted tree with N taxa has N – 3 splits; the equiva-
lent number in the case of a rooted tree is N – 2.

When splits are calculated for a rooted tree, one of the two groups of taxa will always
be monophyletic; that is, the group will contain all the descendant taxa from the
ancestor represented by the internal node at the end of the cut branch more distant
from the root. On occasions, it has been found that some of the groups of organisms
traditionally classified together are not monophyletic, suggesting that the classifi-
cation scheme needs revision. We shall see this in the species tree produced using
16S RNA discussed later in this chapter.

The complete list of splits of a tree can be written in computer-readable form using
the Newick or New Hampshire format. Each split is written as a bracketed list of the
taxa as in (sea_lion, seal). (Note the use of the underline character, “sea_lion” not
“sea lion,” so that a computer does not misunderstand this as two taxa called “sea”
and “lion.”) A complete tree can be described in a similar fashion that identifies
every split. Figure 7.4A can be written as

((raccoon, bear), ((sea_lion, seal), ((monkey, cat), weasel)), dog);

from which all possible splits are identifiable by all groups enclosed by matching
parentheses. The semicolon (;) at the end completes the Newick format, indicating
that this is the end of the tree.

Given the many graphical ways in which the same tree can be represented through
reflection about internal branches, it can be difficult to be certain that two trees do
in fact differ only in their aesthetics. In fact, most trees can be represented in many
different ways using the Newick format by listing the splits in different orders.
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human

chicken

Xenopus

Catostomus

Drosophila

Artemia

Hydra

human 1

chicken 1

human 2

chicken 2

human 3

chicken 3

Xenopus 1
Catostomus 1

Drosophila

Artemia

Artemia

Hydra

(A) (B)

Figure 7.3
Examples of a species tree and a
gene tree. (A) A species tree showing
the evolutionary relationships
between seven eukaryotes, with one
more distantly related to the others
(Hydra) used as an outgroup to root
the tree. Xenopus is a frog,
Catostomus a fish, Drosophila a fruit
fly, and Artemia the brine shrimp.
(B) The gene tree for the Na+–K+ ion
pump membrane protein family
members found in the species
shown in (A). In some species, e.g.,
Hydra, and Xenopus, only one
member of the family is known,
whereas other species, such as
humans and chickens, have three
members. The small squares at
nodes indicate gene duplications,
discussed in detail in Section 7.2.
(Adapted from N. Iwabe et al.
Evolution of gene families and
relationship with organismal
evolution: rapid divergence of
tissue-specific genes in the early
evolution of chordates. Mol. Biol.
Evol. 13:483–493, 1996.)
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Clade

Clade in Rooted Tree: Group of leaves that form a
monophyletic group meaning they have a common
ancestor that is not a common ancestor for any
other leaf in the tree.

11 clades (4 nontrivial)



The Newick or New Hampshire Format 

(monkey,(cat,(weasel,((seal,sea_lion),(dog,(bear,raccoon))))));

However, the format is computer-readable making it easier for trees to be
compared. More information, such as branch lengths, can be added to this format,
so that the tree could be written

((raccoon:0.20, bear:0.07):0.01, ((sea_lion:0.12, seal:0.12):0.08,

((monkey:1.00, cat:0.47):0.20, weasel:0.18):0.02):0.03, dog:0.25);

The branch distances follow colons (:). If you are not used to this format, it is not
always easy to see which branch the distances refer to, but looking at Figure 7.4A
should make it clearer.

Consensus and condensed trees report the results of
comparing tree topologies
As mentioned above, there are occasions when a set of trees might be produced that
are regarded as equally representative of the data. These trees may differ in their
topology and branch lengths. Differences in topology imply a disagreement about
the speciation and/or gene duplication events, and it is important to quantify these
uncertainties. The topology comparison methods are based on the concept of the
frequency of occurrence of particular splits in the set of trees, which renders the
problem relatively straightforward.

There are two different circumstances where this analysis may prove useful, which
differ in the treatment of the trees. When the trees have been produced by several
methods of tree construction applied to a single set of data, or by the same method
applied to several different datasets, all trees are treated equally in the analysis. In
these cases the analysis can identify support across a range of techniques or data
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Figure 7.4
A tree can be represented as a set of
splits. (A) An unrooted additive tree
using fictitious data for eight
mammalian taxa. The horizontal
lines carry the information about
evolutionary change; the vertical
lines are purely for visual clarity.
This common depiction of an
unrooted tree is drawn as if the tree
were rooted at the midpoint of the
distance between the most widely
separated taxa; that is, the two taxa
connected by the longest total line
length. Note that because the tree is
unrooted, the branch connecting
the monkey to the rest of the tree is
not an internal branch. Thus, the
evolutionary distance from the
monkey to its nearest internal node
is represented by the sum of the
lengths of the two horizontal lines
connected by the leftmost vertical
line in the figure. The scale bar refers
to branch length and in this case
represents a genetic distance of 0.2
mutations per site. (B) A table
representing all the possible internal
branch splits of the tree shown in
(A). The columns correspond to the
taxa and the rows to the split. The
two groups of each split are shown
by labeling the taxa in one group
with an asterisk, and leaving the
others blank. As every split contains
two groups that together make up
the entire tree, only one group need
be given to define the other.
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Each split is written as a 
bracketed list of the taxa 

End of 
Tree

More information, such as branch lengths, can be added 
(monkey:1,(cat:0.47,(weasel:0.18,((seal:0.1,sea_lion :0.1):0.08,(dog:0.2,(bear:0.1,raccoon:0.2):0.01):0.1):0.15):0.12):0.2);



Consensus and Condensed Trees 

§ A set of trees might be regarded as equally representative of the data. 
– Trees may differ in their topology and branch lengths. 

§ When the trees have been produced by several methods of tree 
construction applied to a single set of data, or by the same method applied 
to several different datasets, all trees are treated equally in the analysis. 

§ The bootstrap procedure assigns values to individual branches that indicate 
whether their associated splits are well supported by the data. 

§ All internal branches that are not highly supported by the bootstrap are 
removed. Such a tree is called a condensed tree 
– Multifurcating internal nodes. 



Consensus and Condensed Trees 

for a given topology. However, the analysis will not indicate the degree of support
present in a dataset for particular topological features produced on applying a
given tree construction method. Bootstrap analysis is designed to estimate this
support, based on repeating the tree construction for different samplings of the
same dataset. This technique is discussed in more detail in Box 8.4. In this case,
during tree topology comparison the tree constructed from the actual data is
treated as the standard against which all the other trees are compared.

When bootstrapping is used, all the observed splits of the tree produced from the
original data are listed, and each bootstrap tree produced from sampled data is
examined to see if it contains the same splits. The percentage of the bootstrap trees
that contain each split is either reported in a splits list or displayed on the tree as a
number. The tree of Figure 7.4A with bootstrap percentages added to all internal
branches is shown in Figure 7.5A. Sometimes, as a visual aid, all internal branches
that are not highly supported by the bootstrap are removed. Such a tree is called a
condensed tree, and if poorly supported branches do occur, when they are
removed such a tree will have multifurcating internal nodes. In the case of the tree
shown in Figure 7.5A, if all branches with bootstrap support less than 60% are
removed, then the raccoon, bear, dog, and common ancestor of the sea lion and
seal all diverge from the same internal node (Figure 7.5B). This shows that the data
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Figure 7.5
A condensed tree showing
well-supported features is derived
by applying the bootstrap
procedure. The bootstrap procedure
assigns values to individual
branches that indicate whether their
associated splits are well supported
by the data. (A) Each internal branch
of the tree shown in Figure 7.4 has
been given a number that indicates
the percentage occurrence of these
branches in a bootstrap test. (B) A
condensed tree is produced by
removing internal branches that are
supported by less than 60% of the
bootstrap trees. This procedure
results in multifurcating nodes. Note
that the branch lengths no longer
have meaning, so all line lengths are
for aesthetic purposes only.
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for a given topology. However, the analysis will not indicate the degree of support
present in a dataset for particular topological features produced on applying a
given tree construction method. Bootstrap analysis is designed to estimate this
support, based on repeating the tree construction for different samplings of the
same dataset. This technique is discussed in more detail in Box 8.4. In this case,
during tree topology comparison the tree constructed from the actual data is
treated as the standard against which all the other trees are compared.

When bootstrapping is used, all the observed splits of the tree produced from the
original data are listed, and each bootstrap tree produced from sampled data is
examined to see if it contains the same splits. The percentage of the bootstrap trees
that contain each split is either reported in a splits list or displayed on the tree as a
number. The tree of Figure 7.4A with bootstrap percentages added to all internal
branches is shown in Figure 7.5A. Sometimes, as a visual aid, all internal branches
that are not highly supported by the bootstrap are removed. Such a tree is called a
condensed tree, and if poorly supported branches do occur, when they are
removed such a tree will have multifurcating internal nodes. In the case of the tree
shown in Figure 7.5A, if all branches with bootstrap support less than 60% are
removed, then the raccoon, bear, dog, and common ancestor of the sea lion and
seal all diverge from the same internal node (Figure 7.5B). This shows that the data
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Figure 7.5
A condensed tree showing
well-supported features is derived
by applying the bootstrap
procedure. The bootstrap procedure
assigns values to individual
branches that indicate whether their
associated splits are well supported
by the data. (A) Each internal branch
of the tree shown in Figure 7.4 has
been given a number that indicates
the percentage occurrence of these
branches in a bootstrap test. (B) A
condensed tree is produced by
removing internal branches that are
supported by less than 60% of the
bootstrap trees. This procedure
results in multifurcating nodes. Note
that the branch lengths no longer
have meaning, so all line lengths are
for aesthetic purposes only.
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Bootstrap support values Contracting edges with poor support 
(bootstrap value < 60%)



Consensus Tree

§ Consensus features: features that are always (or frequently) observed when 
several equally well-supported trees are obtained from the same data 

§ Can also be useful when trees obtained using different data are expected 
to reveal essentially the same evolutionary history. 

§ Certain sequences may always group together 
§ The grouping itself may be the most informative feature 

§ Consensus tree: Retains only sufficiently commonly occurring topological 
features 



Consensus Tree

do not show high support for any particular order for the speciation events that
gave rise to the raccoon, bear, dog, and seal/sea lion lineages.

When several equally well-supported trees are obtained from the same data, it can
be useful to identify in a single tree diagram those features that are always (or
frequently) observed. These are known as the consensus features. Such a proce-
dure can also be useful when trees obtained using different data are expected to
reveal essentially the same evolutionary history. This would be the case when
several different genes are used to infer the relationships between a set of species.
Even though the trees constructed with the different genes may differ, one can at
least identify those features that are shared by all or some trees. For example,
certain sequences may always group together, despite the details of their interrela-
tionships differing in different trees, and the grouping itself may be the most
informative feature. A useful way of summarizing this information is to calculate a
consensus tree in which only sufficiently commonly occurring topological features
are retained (see Figure 7.6). Trees used to generate a consensus tree do not need to
have been generated using the same evolutionary model or tree construction
method. Despite looking like a condensed tree, consensus trees are different, in
principle, in that the features omitted may well have strong support in some of the
individual trees. However, the strong support for the omitted features will be
limited to the minority of combinations of data, model, and method that produced
those particular features.

There are a number of approaches to generating consensus trees, two of which are
particularly commonly used. Strict consensus trees only show those topological
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Figure 7.6
Consensus trees show features that
are consistent between trees.
Assuming that the four trees in (A)
are all equally strongly supported
they can be represented by the strict
consensus tree shown in (B), in
which only splits that occur in all
the trees are represented: that is,
(A,B,C) and (D,E,F). (C) Majority-
rule consensus trees (60% and 50%)
for the four trees in (A). The (A,B)
split occurs in only 50% of the trees,
and thus is not included separately
in the 60% consensus tree, whereas
the (E,F) split occurs in 75%. The
(A,B) split can be included in the
50% tree.
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Consensus of sets of trees

do not show high support for any particular order for the speciation events that
gave rise to the raccoon, bear, dog, and seal/sea lion lineages.

When several equally well-supported trees are obtained from the same data, it can
be useful to identify in a single tree diagram those features that are always (or
frequently) observed. These are known as the consensus features. Such a proce-
dure can also be useful when trees obtained using different data are expected to
reveal essentially the same evolutionary history. This would be the case when
several different genes are used to infer the relationships between a set of species.
Even though the trees constructed with the different genes may differ, one can at
least identify those features that are shared by all or some trees. For example,
certain sequences may always group together, despite the details of their interrela-
tionships differing in different trees, and the grouping itself may be the most
informative feature. A useful way of summarizing this information is to calculate a
consensus tree in which only sufficiently commonly occurring topological features
are retained (see Figure 7.6). Trees used to generate a consensus tree do not need to
have been generated using the same evolutionary model or tree construction
method. Despite looking like a condensed tree, consensus trees are different, in
principle, in that the features omitted may well have strong support in some of the
individual trees. However, the strong support for the omitted features will be
limited to the minority of combinations of data, model, and method that produced
those particular features.

There are a number of approaches to generating consensus trees, two of which are
particularly commonly used. Strict consensus trees only show those topological
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Figure 7.6
Consensus trees show features that
are consistent between trees.
Assuming that the four trees in (A)
are all equally strongly supported
they can be represented by the strict
consensus tree shown in (B), in
which only splits that occur in all
the trees are represented: that is,
(A,B,C) and (D,E,F). (C) Majority-
rule consensus trees (60% and 50%)
for the four trees in (A). The (A,B)
split occurs in only 50% of the trees,
and thus is not included separately
in the 60% consensus tree, whereas
the (E,F) split occurs in 75%. The
(A,B) split can be included in the
50% tree.
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do not show high support for any particular order for the speciation events that
gave rise to the raccoon, bear, dog, and seal/sea lion lineages.

When several equally well-supported trees are obtained from the same data, it can
be useful to identify in a single tree diagram those features that are always (or
frequently) observed. These are known as the consensus features. Such a proce-
dure can also be useful when trees obtained using different data are expected to
reveal essentially the same evolutionary history. This would be the case when
several different genes are used to infer the relationships between a set of species.
Even though the trees constructed with the different genes may differ, one can at
least identify those features that are shared by all or some trees. For example,
certain sequences may always group together, despite the details of their interrela-
tionships differing in different trees, and the grouping itself may be the most
informative feature. A useful way of summarizing this information is to calculate a
consensus tree in which only sufficiently commonly occurring topological features
are retained (see Figure 7.6). Trees used to generate a consensus tree do not need to
have been generated using the same evolutionary model or tree construction
method. Despite looking like a condensed tree, consensus trees are different, in
principle, in that the features omitted may well have strong support in some of the
individual trees. However, the strong support for the omitted features will be
limited to the minority of combinations of data, model, and method that produced
those particular features.

There are a number of approaches to generating consensus trees, two of which are
particularly commonly used. Strict consensus trees only show those topological
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are all equally strongly supported
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consensus tree shown in (B), in
which only splits that occur in all
the trees are represented: that is,
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the (E,F) split occurs in 75%. The
(A,B) split can be included in the
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do not show high support for any particular order for the speciation events that
gave rise to the raccoon, bear, dog, and seal/sea lion lineages.

When several equally well-supported trees are obtained from the same data, it can
be useful to identify in a single tree diagram those features that are always (or
frequently) observed. These are known as the consensus features. Such a proce-
dure can also be useful when trees obtained using different data are expected to
reveal essentially the same evolutionary history. This would be the case when
several different genes are used to infer the relationships between a set of species.
Even though the trees constructed with the different genes may differ, one can at
least identify those features that are shared by all or some trees. For example,
certain sequences may always group together, despite the details of their interrela-
tionships differing in different trees, and the grouping itself may be the most
informative feature. A useful way of summarizing this information is to calculate a
consensus tree in which only sufficiently commonly occurring topological features
are retained (see Figure 7.6). Trees used to generate a consensus tree do not need to
have been generated using the same evolutionary model or tree construction
method. Despite looking like a condensed tree, consensus trees are different, in
principle, in that the features omitted may well have strong support in some of the
individual trees. However, the strong support for the omitted features will be
limited to the minority of combinations of data, model, and method that produced
those particular features.

There are a number of approaches to generating consensus trees, two of which are
particularly commonly used. Strict consensus trees only show those topological
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Strict Consensus

Splits that occur in all trees 

Majority-rule Consensus (60%) Majority-rule Consensus (50%)
Splits that occur in at least 

60% of the trees and majority
Splits that occur in at least 

50% of the trees and majority



Molecular Evolution and its Consequences 

§ The Darwinian concept of evolution by natural selection concentrates on the
consequences of evolutionary changes for the fitness of the organism: its ability to
survive and transmit its genes to the next generation by producing offsprings

§ Fitness depends on the properties of the organism as a whole, and thus change at
the DNA sequence level will be constrained by considerations of how it affects
protein expression and function, and how these affect cellular properties and whole
organism physiology and behavior

§ In the case of sequence-based phylogenetic reconstruction, the changes that occur
in genomic DNA are the main focus and, where relevant, their effects on amino
acid sequence

§ Changes may affect one or a few nucleotides, entire genes, and even whole
genomes



Multiple Mutations at a Site

§ Most related sequences have many positions that have mutated several 
times
– Even apparently conserved bases may in the past have mutated to a base that 

subsequently mutated back to the original base; any such pairs of mutations that 
have occurred are undetectable from the sequence alignment 

§ The p distance between two sequences is the fraction of nonidentical 
alignment positions 
– estimates the evolutionary distance 

§ The p distance is almost always an underestimate of the number of 
mutations that actually occurred

§ This distance is, therefore, corrected to reflect the correct evolutionary 
distance



Multiple Mutations at a Site

The number of observed mutations is 
often significantly less than the actual 
number of mutations because of 
overlapping mutations. 
The red line represents the p-
distance—the fraction of nonidentical
sites in an alignment— that would be
observed if each site only received one
mutation at most. The observed p-
distance in an alignment is plotted
(black line) against the average
number of mutations at each site as
calculated by the PAM model.

preferences, but more sophisticated models have been proposed that relax these
assumptions. To use the models properly, it is important to understand their limi-
tations and how accurate their assumptions are. Most mutations that are retained
in DNA will have occurred during DNA replication as the result of uncorrected
errors in the replication process. Whether a mutation is retained or whether it is
immediately lost from the population’s gene pool will depend on many factors. In
the case of protein-coding sequences, these factors include whether it alters the
amino acid sequence or not, and what effect amino acid changes at the various
positions in a protein-coding sequence have on protein function. If the altered
protein has altered function or is nonfunctional, this can affect cellular functions
and thus the organism as a whole. The consequence of all these influences is that
the rate of mutation and the substitution preference can vary at each position along
the genome. To add to the complications, there is also likely to be a variation in
mutational preferences with time, as organisms probably had to evolve under
different evolutionary pressures at different times.

Models of molecular evolution have been formulated that take account of at least
some of these considerations, although the more complex effects of mutation at the
level of the organism cannot be sufficiently defined to be modeled in this way.
Because of the structure of DNA (see Figure 1.3), if a purine base is replaced by
another purine on mutation, or a pyrimidine by a pyrimidine, the structure will suffer
little if any distortion. Such mutations are called transition mutations, as opposed to
transversions in which purines become pyrimidines or vice versa (see Figure 7.8A).
One factor that is included in some evolutionary models is the fact that transition
mutations are much more commonly observed than transversions (see Figure 7.8B).
This is despite the fact that there are twice as many ways of generating a transversion
than of generating a transition. The observed relative preference for transition muta-
tions over transversion mutations is described as the transition/transversion ratio,
and will be written R, defined as the number of transitions per transversion during
the evolution of the sequences being studied. The value of R relates to mutations that
have been accepted during the evolutionary process, and may be very different from
the relative rates for the chemical and physical mechanisms that lead to their initial
occurrence. If all the mutations shown in Figure 7.8A were equally likely, then R
would be ©. However, values of 4 and above are often seen, indicating that in those
cases there is some evolutionary pressure significantly favoring transition mutations.
In practice, R varies significantly between different sequences, so that if the evolu-
tionary model requires a value for R this should be obtained from the data being
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Figure 7.7
The number of observed mutations
is often significantly less than the
actual number of mutations
because of overlapping mutations.
The straight red line represents the
p-distance—the fraction of
nonidentical sites in an alignment—
that would be observed if each site
only received one mutation at most.
The observed p-distance in an
alignment is plotted (black line)
against the average number of
mutations at each site as calculated
by the PAM model described in
Section 5.1. This can be compared
with Figure 5.2, which shows the
fraction of identical alignment sites
for different PAM distances. It can
be seen that the observed fraction of
nonidentical sites in an alignment is
always an underestimate of the
actual number of mutations that
have occurred, except when the
number of mutations is very small.
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Transitions vs. Transversions

transition/transversion 
ratio, R:

The number of 
transitions per 
transversion during the 
evolution of the 
sequences being 
studied
value of R relates to 
mutations accepted 
during evolution

used. The calculation of R from the alignment is not as straightforward as one might
think and is explained in Box 8.1.

Different codon positions have different mutation rates
Another factor that affects the acceptance rates of mutations in protein-coding
sequences is the effect of the mutation on the amino acid sequence, and thus,
potentially, on the function of the protein. Nucleotide mutations that do not change
the encoded amino acid are called synonymous mutations, and it is apparent from
the standard genetic code (see Table 1.1) that most changes at the third codon posi-
tion will be synonymous. These mutations can generally be considered to be
neutral, that is, to have no effect. One exception might be when tRNAs that recog-
nize the new codon are present at significantly different levels from those for the
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Figure 7.8
Transition and transversion
mutations. (A) The possible
transitions (blue) and transversions
(red) between the four bases in
DNA. Note that there are twice as
many ways of generating a
transversion than a transition. (B)
The observed numbers of
transitions, transversions, and total
mutations in an aligned set of
cytochrome c oxidase subunit 2
(COII) mitochondrial gene
sequences from the mammalian
subfamily Bovinae. (Data from
L.L. Janacek et al. Mitochondrial
gene sequences and the molecular
systematics of the Arteriodactyl
subfamily Bovinae. Mol. Phylogenet.
Evol. 6:107–119, 1996.)

Figure 7.9
A comparison of the average
percentage GC content of codons in
different bacteria. The points on
each line represent percentage GC
values for each of 11 bacteria at the
codon position indicated, plotted
against the overall genome
percentage GC content. While all
three codon positions adapt to some
extent to the compositional bias of
the genome, the third position
adapts most. In some bacteria this
even results in a more extreme
percentage GC value at the third
codon position than for the overall
genome. The data were taken from a
large sample of genes in each
organism, but the analysis is
expected to carry over to the entire
genome. (Adapted from A. Muto and
S. Osawa, The guanine and cytosine
content of genomic DNA and
bacterial evolution, Proc. Natl Acad.
Sci. USA 84:116–119, 1987.)
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used. The calculation of R from the alignment is not as straightforward as one might
think and is explained in Box 8.1.

Different codon positions have different mutation rates
Another factor that affects the acceptance rates of mutations in protein-coding
sequences is the effect of the mutation on the amino acid sequence, and thus,
potentially, on the function of the protein. Nucleotide mutations that do not change
the encoded amino acid are called synonymous mutations, and it is apparent from
the standard genetic code (see Table 1.1) that most changes at the third codon posi-
tion will be synonymous. These mutations can generally be considered to be
neutral, that is, to have no effect. One exception might be when tRNAs that recog-
nize the new codon are present at significantly different levels from those for the
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Figure 7.9
A comparison of the average
percentage GC content of codons in
different bacteria. The points on
each line represent percentage GC
values for each of 11 bacteria at the
codon position indicated, plotted
against the overall genome
percentage GC content. While all
three codon positions adapt to some
extent to the compositional bias of
the genome, the third position
adapts most. In some bacteria this
even results in a more extreme
percentage GC value at the third
codon position than for the overall
genome. The data were taken from a
large sample of genes in each
organism, but the analysis is
expected to carry over to the entire
genome. (Adapted from A. Muto and
S. Osawa, The guanine and cytosine
content of genomic DNA and
bacterial evolution, Proc. Natl Acad.
Sci. USA 84:116–119, 1987.)
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The rate of accepted mutation is usually not the same for all types of base 
substitutions

Transition mutations 
have little effect on 
the DNA structure, 
and hence are much 
more commonly 
observed 



Synonymous vs. Nonsynonymous Substitutions

§ Another factor that affects the acceptance rates of mutations in protein-
coding sequences is the effect of the mutation on the amino acid sequence, 
and thus, potentially, on the function of the protein 

§ Nucleotide mutations that do not change the encoded amino acid are 
called synonymous mutations (most changes at the third codon position 
are synonymous) 

§ Synonymous mutations are generally considered to be neutral (to have no 
effect)

§ Nucleotide mutations that alter the encoded amino acid are called 
nonsynonymous mutations
– The protein product will have a different sequence, and may thus have altered 

properties 



Synonymous vs. Nonsynonymous Substitutions

§ Because nucleotide substitutions at the third codon position are almost always 
synonymous, the accepted mutation rate at these sites would be expected to be 
higher than at the first and second positions 

used. The calculation of R from the alignment is not as straightforward as one might
think and is explained in Box 8.1.

Different codon positions have different mutation rates
Another factor that affects the acceptance rates of mutations in protein-coding
sequences is the effect of the mutation on the amino acid sequence, and thus,
potentially, on the function of the protein. Nucleotide mutations that do not change
the encoded amino acid are called synonymous mutations, and it is apparent from
the standard genetic code (see Table 1.1) that most changes at the third codon posi-
tion will be synonymous. These mutations can generally be considered to be
neutral, that is, to have no effect. One exception might be when tRNAs that recog-
nize the new codon are present at significantly different levels from those for the
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Figure 7.9
A comparison of the average
percentage GC content of codons in
different bacteria. The points on
each line represent percentage GC
values for each of 11 bacteria at the
codon position indicated, plotted
against the overall genome
percentage GC content. While all
three codon positions adapt to some
extent to the compositional bias of
the genome, the third position
adapts most. In some bacteria this
even results in a more extreme
percentage GC value at the third
codon position than for the overall
genome. The data were taken from a
large sample of genes in each
organism, but the analysis is
expected to carry over to the entire
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bacterial evolution, Proc. Natl Acad.
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§ The fact that almost all third-position mutations 
are synonymous is also shown by the 
phenomenon of biased mutation pressure 

§ While all three codon positions adapt to some
extent to the compositional bias of the genome, 
the third position adapts most.

§ Results in a more extreme percentage GC value 
at the third codon position than for the overall 
40 genome.



Types of Homology

§ Homologous genes can arise through a variety of different biological processes. 
§ One is by speciation, which results in two homologous genes diverging in different 

lineages. Pairs of homologous genes derived this way are described as orthologous 
and called orthologs. 

§ Orthologs can be formally defined as pairs of genes whose last common ancestor 
occurred immediately before a speciation event 

§ Another way in which homologous genes arise is by gene duplication, the process 
by which a gene becomes copied, within the same genome. 

§ A pair of genes arising from a gene duplication event is described as paralogous, 
and are called paralogs, which can be more formally defined as a pair of genes 
whose most recent common ancestor occurred immediately before a gene 
duplication event 



Orthology vs. Paralogy

At the end of this period of evolution, all five genes in both species are homologous, with three orthologous 
pairs: 𝐴𝛽/𝐵𝛽, 𝐴𝛼/𝐵𝛼, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝛼/𝐵𝛾. The 𝐵𝛼 and 𝐵𝛾 genes are paralogous. 𝐴𝛼 and 𝐵𝛾 are orthologs despite 
their different functions. To study the evolution of a the 𝛼 function, we need to distinguish the 𝐴𝛼/𝐵𝛼 from 
𝐴𝛼/𝐵𝛾. Sequence similarity would be expected to be greater for the 𝐴𝛼/𝐵𝛼 pair as they will be evolving 
under almost identical evolutionary pressures. 

duplicate genes can then diverge through evolution, developing new functions.
Occasionally, the extra gene will evolve to have a new function of use to the organism,
and selective pressure will preserve this new gene. Alternatively, both genes may
evolve to different functions that together accomplish the required functional
aspects of the original gene as well as possible new functions. The detail of the mech-
anisms whereby this divergence produces new protein functions is hotly debated
and beyond the scope of this book, but see Further Reading. Figure 7.10 illustrates a
typical sequence of events that can lead to a set of homologous genes in two species,
some of which are orthologs and some paralogs that have acquired new functions.

Because initially after duplication there will only be a requirement for one of the
genes, often instead of evolving to an alternative function one of the genes becomes
nonfunctional through mutation. Nonfunctional genes can arise through the loss of
control sequences, resulting in a failure to generate the protein product, or alterna-
tively by modification of the protein sequence rendering the protein inactive.
Genes that have mutated so as to no longer give rise to protein products are called
pseudogenes. Usually these pseudogenes will then steadily accumulate mutations
until they are no longer detectable. This entire process is known as gene loss.

Note that gene loss can also occur without gene duplication. The occurrence of gene
loss can make the gene and species trees appear very different (see Figure 7.11).
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The evolutionary history of a gene that has undergone two
separate duplication events. (A) A species tree is depicted by the
pale blue cylinders, with the branch points (nodes) in the
cylinders representing speciation events. In the ancestral species
a gene is present as a single copy and has function a (blue). At
some time a gene duplication event occurs within the genome,
producing two identical gene copies, one of which subsequently
evolves a different function, identified as b (red). These are
paralogous genes. Later a speciation event occurs, resulting in
two species (A and B) both containing genes a and b . Gene Ba
(in species B) subsequently undergoes another duplication
event, which after further divergent evolution results in genes Ba
and Bg, the latter with a new function g (green). The Ba gene is
still functionally very similar to the original gene. At the end of
this period of evolution, all five genes in both species are

homologous, with three orthologous pairs: Ab /Bb , Aa/Ba, and
Aa/Bg. The Ba and Bg genes are paralogous, as are any other
combinations except the orthologous pairs. Note that Aa and Bg
are orthologs despite their different functions, and so if the
intention is to study the evolution of a particular functional
product, such as the a function, we need to be able to
distinguish the Aa/Ba pair from the Aa/Bg pair. This can be
done using sequence similarity, which would be expected to be
greater for the Aa/Ba pair as they will be evolving under almost
identical evolutionary pressures. Errors in functional orthology
assignment can easily occur, depending on sequence and
functional similarity and whether all related genes have been
discovered. (B) The phylogenetic tree that would be drawn for
these genes, here drawn as a cladogram.

Figure 7.10
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Orthology

§ Only orthologous sequences will identify the speciation times 
§ Species phylogenetic trees should ideally be constructed using only orthologous 

sequences 
§ Although orthologs often have the same function, not all proteins with identical or 

similar function are orthologs, or even homologs. 
§ Unrelated nonhomologous genes can sometimes develop equivalent functions as the 

result of convergent evolution, although sequence identity between such genes is 
usually very limited 

§ Sequence similarities that are not due to homology are known generally as 
homoplasy 

§ Convergent evolution is just one cause of homoplasy; others are parallel evolution 
and evolutionary reversal 



Horizontal Gene Transfer (HGT)
§ horizontal gene transfer (HGT)/ lateral gene transfer (LGT): involves a gene from one 

species being transferred into another species 

§ Shortly after HGT, the sequence of the gene in the donor and recipient species will be very 
similar. Such pairs of genes are called xenologous genes. 

prevalent in the other kingdoms of life: the Bacteria and the Archaea. When there
is no HGT in the evolutionary history, the phylogenetic tree branches much in the
way a real tree does, with branches remaining apart. If they could be correctly
identified, HGT events would be represented in a phylogenetic tree as branches
that rejoin. A tree of all life would then look something like Figure 7.15, although it
should be noted that there is dispute between researchers about the degree to
which HGT events have actually occurred. 

Shortly after HGT, the sequence of the gene in the donor and recipient species will
be very similar. Such pairs of genes are called xenologous genes. If such genes are
included in a standard phylogenetic analysis, the resultant tree will have the gene
from the recipient species appear in a much closer relationship to that of the donor
species than should be the case (see Figure 7.16). Proving that HGT has occurred is
usually very difficult, however. If the genome-wide base compositions of the two
species involved are very different, it may be possible to deduce the direction of a
recent transfer. A proper discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of this book,
and the reader is referred to Further Reading.

Major changes affecting large regions of the genome are
surprisingly common
It might have been hoped that once whole genome sequences became available, it
would be a relatively easy task to identify equivalent regions in different species
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Figure 7.16
Evidence of horizontal gene
transfer of the gene for
N-acetylneuraminate lyase from
bacteria to the eukaryote flagellate
Trichomonas vaginalis. If an extra
24-residue N-terminal sequence is
ignored, there is 80% identity at the
amino acid level between the
Trichomonas sequence and the
sequences from the bacteria
Actinobacillus and Haemophilus.
The three sequences at the bottom
of the tree are of different enzymes
from the same protein superfamily
and were used as an outgroup to
root the tree. This tree gives strong
evidence for the horizontal transfer
of the gene from bacteria to
Trichomonas. Whilst this is an
unusual event, it is partly explained
by the lifestyle of Trichomonas.
(Adapted from A.P. de Koning et al.
Lateral gene transfer and metabolic
adaptation in the human parasite
Trichomonas vaginalis. Mol. Biol.
Evol. 17:1769–1773, 2000.)
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§ If such genes are included in a standard 
phylogenetic analysis, the resultant tree will have 
the gene from the recipient species appear in a 
much closer relationship to that of the donor 
species than should be the case 

§ If an extra 24-residue N-terminal sequence is 
ignored, there is 80% identity at the amino acid 
level between the Trichomonas sequence and the 
sequences from the bacteria Actinobacillus and 
Haemophilus. 



De novo Identification of Orthologues

§ Tree Based
– Identifies orthologues by aligning 

homologous sequences and 
reconstructing a tree to find those that 
are most plausibly related by speciation 
rather than by duplication or HGT

– Requires entire gene families comprising 
hundreds of sequences

– Gene family relationships may be further 
obscured if other processes causing gene-
tree discordance are not accounted for
§ Incomplete Lineage Sorting
§ HGT
§ hybridization, introgression and non-allelic 

gene conversion

§ Graph Based
– Assumption: a gene in one species 

should be more similar to its orthologue 
than to any other gene in a second 
species and vice versa 

– all-against-all pairwise sequence 
comparisons mostly performed using 
BLAST for defining sequence similarity 

– computationally efficient 



Alternative to de novo Prediction

§ Use a set of reference orthologues and to identify their co-orthologues in 
newly sequenced species.

§ Several dedicated databases offer orthologous sequences suitable for this 
cause, some spanning all domains of life
– OrthoDB
– OMA
– Plaza
– OrthoMam

§ Computationally cheaper
§ May alleviate errors associated with incomplete gene sampling.



Reading Materials

§ Chapter 7 of the book "Understanding Bioinformatics", by M. Zvelebil and 
J.O. Baum. Published by Garland Science, 2008.

§ Paschalia Kapli, Ziheng Yang & Maximilian J. Telford. “Phylogenetic tree 
building in the genomic age”. Nature Reviews Genetics (2020)
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41576-020-0233-0%3Futm_source=other&utm_medium=other&utm_content=null&utm_campaign=JRCN_2_DD01_CN_NatureRJ_article_paid_XMOL
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41576-020-0233-0%3Futm_source=other&utm_medium=other&utm_content=null&utm_campaign=JRCN_2_DD01_CN_NatureRJ_article_paid_XMOL
https://www.nature.com/nrg

